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with orthorhombic (pseudocubic)symmetry(space
group PcA) and an ordered distribution of As and
S atoms (Giese& Kerr 1965,Bayliss 1982).Other
crystallographicstudieson cobaltite are referenced
and reviewedin Bayliss,(I982).
Refinements of the structure of cobaltite characteristically result in R valuessignificantly higher than
thoseanticipatedfrom the precisionof the intensity
measurements. The X-ray-diffraction pattern of
cobaltite contains reflections not permitted by space
group PcAt @erry & Thompson 1962, Giese &
Kerr 1965,Bayliss 1982).Reflectionsforbidden in
Pca2, arc \kl, l+2n and h\l, h+2n. When the
intenaftiesof reflectionshkn G +2n), 0kl (l +2n), all.d
h\l (h+zn) are comparedin triplets that are equivalent in the cubic spacegroup of pyite (Pa3i e.g,'
310,031, 103),it becomesclearthat one or both of
the
two classesof space-group-forbiddenreflections
Keywords; cobaltite, twin microstructure, crystal structure.
are alwayspresent(Iables 3 and 4 of Bayliss1982).
Following earlier speculation on the twinning of
cobaltite(Ramdohr 1969),Bayliss(1982)attributed
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In this paper, the twinning in cobaltite is reinter5.5812(8)i*, V nn.g N, z = 4, D" 6.328 s.cm-3, preted, and the crystalstructureof cobaltite is refined
\(MoKc) : 0.71069A, p = 296.1cm-t, F(0@) = 3M,
in spacegroup Pca21to an R value of 0.016using
temp6rature ambiante, 870 r6flexions uniques, -iQfinal :
possedent intensity measurementsfrom a twinned crystal.

ABSTRACT
The commontwinning in cobaltitehasbeenre-interpreted
on the basisof observationsof polishedsectionsin reflected
light and the distribution of space-group-forbiddenreflections, and attributed to a 3-fold I I I U twin axis with incoherent twin boundaries. The visibility of twin domains in
reflected light is enhancedby staining with a solution of
potassiumpermanganatein dilute sulfuric acid. The structure of cobaltite has been refined to an acceptably low X
value using intensity measurementsfrom a twinned crystal. The crystal data for the refinement are: CoAsS, M, =
c 5.5812(8)
165.92,cubic,Ppa2ya 5.5833(7),
b 5.5892(6),
ir, v n^q.n l+t, z = 4, Dx 6.328 g.cm-3, \(MoKo)
0.71069A, p = 296.1cm-1,F(000) = 304,room ternperature, 870uniquereflections,finat R = 0.016.The AsSCo3
and SAsCo3tetrahedrd clustersboth closely approach C3
symme!ry.Averagepo-As and Co-S bond distancesare
2362 A and.2.294A, respectivelY.

0.016. Les regroupementsAsSCo3et SAsCo3
une symetrie trds proche de C3. La longueur mpyenne des
liaisons Co-As et Co-S est de 2.362 et 2.294 A' respectivement.

ExPERIMENTAL

(Iraduit par la Rddaction)

Two specimens of cobaltite were obtained from
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microscopy,electron-microprobeanaiysis,and x-ray
powder and single-crystaldiffraction. Specimen1692
is from an unknown locality and consistsof coarse
polyhedral crystalswithin a quartz matrix. Specimen
3174is from the Frood mine, Sudbury, Ontario, and

Cobattite, CoAsS, has a pyrite-derivativestructure
7t9
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is in the forrr of separatedlarge cubo-octahedracontaining lamellar inclusions of niccoline. Electronmicroprobe analyses were made with a JEOL
JXA-8600 system at The Univeisity of Western
Ontario, with synthetic FeS and NiS, Co metal,
arsenopyriteand chalcopyrite as standards.Average
compositions are given in Table l; Cu was not
detected. The chemical composition of specimen
1692,with only minor substitutionby Fe and Ni, is
similar to that of the cobaltite specimenssurveyed
by Bayliss(1982).Its diffraction pattern is similar
to that of specimen ANI DVtglg, from Mount
Cobalt, Queensland,Australia (Tables4 and 9 of
Bayliss1982),and was interpretableon the basisof
just two twin-related crystal orientations. Therefore,
specimen1692was selectedfor X-ray structure analysis. Specimen3174is a cobaltite-gersdorffitesolid
solution (Table l) and is complexly twinned.
A crystal of specimen1692was reduced to an
approximately cubic shape(by cleaving with a scalpel and grinding with 600meshabrasivepaper), and
had approximatedimensionsof 0.10x0.07x0.07
mm and a calculatedvolume of 0.52x l0-3 mm3.
All single-crystalmeasurementswere made with an
Enraf-Nonius CAD-4F diffractometer, using
graphite-monochromatizedMoKcr X radiation. The
unit-cell p"arnmeters
[a 5.5833(7),D 5.5812(8),c
5.5892(6)Al wererefined from 20 reflectionsin 20
range 61.0-66.80.Intensity data were collectedby
O-2O scanwith a scanangle (2O) : 2.4o and corrected for dispersion. The 3063 ftkl reflections
allowedby spacegroupPca2,ou1to 2 d=90o were
m e a s u r e(d- l l < h s l l , - l l s k s l l , 0 < / <
ll). There was no significant variation in intensity
(Rio, ( 0.02) of the standardreflections 20O,020,
and 002. Background, Lorenlz, polarization and
absorption correctionswere applied; transmission
factors (calculatedby Gaussianintegration with a
l2xl2xl2
Srid and p = 296.1 cm-t) varied from
0.116for 010to 0.237 for 6,9,2, Therewere g70
unique reflections,with 294 consideredunobserved
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on the basisof I <3o(D to(/) : {I^ + 0.M22(I^ B)2 + 0.0052(I- I^)tlk,,I., rire?suredintenlity
and B, backgroundl.
Structure refinement proceeded from the positional parametersof Bayliss (1982). The quantity
Dw(AF)2was minimized (w = 1,/d), and unobserved reflestions were given a low weight (o =
10@). Refinement in Pca2r, with no allowance for
twinning, partial disorder of As and S, and isotropic
thermal parameters, converged to R = 0.056.
Refinement in Pl (as in Bayliss 1982)did not converge properly, and the minimum value of R with
isotropic thermal parameterswas found to be 0.055.
The final refinement was made in Pca2y with the
observedstructure-factors corrected for the contribution from twinning (as describedbelow); we used
all reflections out to 2e : 90' and 27 vanable
paxameters.The refinementconvergedto R = 0.016,
R* = 0.019 lfor reflections with 1 >3o(,I), S :
0.653, (A/o)^u : 6x^10-5,Ap : -1.0 eAr (at
0.00,0.75,0.63)
to 1.6eA-3at (0.25,0.15,0.13)1.
The
isotropic extinction parameter for type-I extinction
(g; Coppens& Hamilton 1970)is 0.077(5)x10-4.
Scatteringfactors for neutral atomic speciesand f',
f" were taken, respectively,from Tables 2.2B and
2.3.1 of the International Tablesfor X-ray Crystallography (1974). All computations were carried out
with DATAPTT and LINEXTT (State University of
New York at Buffalo). Final parameters are given
in Tables 2 ard 3; a list of observedand calculated
structure-factorsis available from the Depository of
UnpublishedData, CISTI, National ResearchCouncil of Canada,Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0S2. Selected
interatomic distancesand bond angles are given in
Table 4.
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reflections with fairly high standard deviations is
taken into account, it is clear that reflections of the
class0&/ (l+zn) are present,but those of the class
h0l (h+2n) are absent.Thus specimen1692appears
to be a relatively simfle twin, witl a singletwin-axis
(and, as noted earlier, aualogous to specimenAM
DU9l9 of Bayliss1982).In contrast, precessionphotographsof specimen3174revealedreflection triplets
to have similar intensities, which therefore indicates
a complex twin.
Twin domainsin mbaltite areresolvedby reflected
light microscopX(e.8., Figs. 495a,b of Ramdohr
1969),and therefore their boundariesare almost certainly incoherent toward X-ray diffraction. In the
present study, it was observed that optical resolution of twin domains in cobaltite is greatly enhanced
by staining the polished surface with a solution of
KMnOa in dilute (l:l) H2SO4(a techniquethat has
beenusedrecently to resolveoptical microstructures
in arsenian pyrite from gold deposits: Fleet et al.
1989). The enhancementin resolution appearsto
result from precipitation of a reaction product @ossibly MnO) at twin boundaries. Examination of
numerous grains of specimen 1692 revealed the
apparentpresenceof only two twin orientations (Fig.
l), which appear as lamellae of one orientation
within a matrix of the other. The twin lamellae are
lozenge-shaped,and are similar to the flame textures
of two-phasehexagonalpynhotite (e.g., Fleet &
MacRae 1969).The twin microstructure of specimen
1692is consistentviith the presenceof a single3-fold
Flll twin axis. On the other haud, specimet3174
revealeda complex twin microstructure in a stained
polished section, not unlike that illustrated in Figure
495b of Ramdohr (1969).

TwrNNrNcrN CoBALTITE
The X-ray-scatteringcontributions to Braggreflections from twin domains may be summed on the
basisof either F2 or F, whereF is the structurefactor. The summation XOF2), where p is the twin
proportion, applies to twin boundaries that are
"incoherent toward X-ray diffraction", asis the case
in most twinned crystals.For coarse-scale
domains,
the X-ray-diffraction pattern is simply a composite
of the superimposed diffraction patterns of the
individual domains. The summation (EpF)2 applies
to twin boundaries that are "coherent toward
diffraction". The crystal structurewithin the diffraction volume is modified by the twin mechanismand,
with fine-scaletwin intergrowths, a new composite
crystal-structure results (as in some polytypes).
ObservedreducedX-ray intensitiesfor triplets of
the reflecrions hlco (k*2n), \kl (l*2n), and h\l
Frc. l. Flame-texturedtwin domainsresolvedin cobaltite
(h*2n) (e.9.,310,031, 103;elc.) of specimen1692
specimen1692;examinedin reflectedlieht, stainedwith
are given in Table 5. If the fact that theseare weak
KMnOa in 1:l H2SOa.Scalebar is 0.05 mm.
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The distribution of.Pca2,-forbidden reflections in
the diffraction pattern of specimen 1692 can be
attributed now to unequalproportions of two twin
domains,the minor twin-domain being relatedto the
referenceorientation by a single counterclockwise
rotation of 120oabout [1I 1]. Thus reflectiontriplets
ofthe referenceorientation (hkl, lhk, ard klh, wlich
are equivalentin spacegroup Pa3) becomek'l'h' ,
h' k' I', arrdI' h' k' of the twin orientation.Because
the unit cell of cobaltite is dimensionallypseudocubic,k' l' h' overlapswr'dl.hkl, h' k' l' with lhk, and
I'h' k' wrth klh. For example,for the triplet (310,
031, 103;Table5), the reducedintensitisof hkl, lhk,
and klh are 35, 0, and 0, respectively,andfor k'l'
h' , h' k' I' , andl' h' k' theyare0, 16,and 0, respectively. The sums of the reducedintensitiesfor a//
triplets that include Pca2,-forbidden reflections [0kl
(l+2n), hul (h*2n); seefootnoreto Table 5l gave
an averageratio for the proportion of referenceto
twin orientationof 0.68:0.32.This is approximately
consistentwith the proportion observedin stained
polished section (Fig. l). The least-squaresrefinement of the crystal structure of cobaltite was carried out by first sorting the list of reflectionsinto
reflection triplels (hkl, lhk, klh) equivalent in space
group Pca2t. The least-squaresprogmm (LINEX77)
was modified so that after the first cycle of refinement, the observedstructure-factorsand standard
deviations were corrected for the effect of twinning
using the magnitudes of the calculated structurefactors from the preceding cycle. Thus,
'/(0.68
2(corrected)
x
[ | Fcalcl,p1
I Fobs11ll
|
j2, and so
x lFobsT,p
+ 0.32x lFcalcolol2)l
lFcalc66l2
on. The twin proportion was refined by iteration:
R wasminimizedwith a twin ratio of 0.68:0.32,thus
confuming the twin proportion obtained from
triplets with Pc2r-forbidden reflections.
The least-squaresrefinement proceededwithout
difficulty for this simplest possiblemodel for twinning of orthorhombic (PcA) symmetry about a
ll I ll axis.As 1) a sinele3-fold F I ll axis givesa maximum of two additional twin-domain orientations
and 2) thereare four equivalent[11] axes,the maximum number of nonequivalenttwin orientations in
a complex crystal is six (namely, in terms of unitcell axes,XYZ, ZXY, YZX, YXZ, ZYX, andXZY).
The crystal structureof cobaltite could not be refined
by the presentprocedureusing intensitiesfrom such
a complexly twinned crystal. In fact, even with just
ttree twin orientationsand a singletwin axis, the corrected values for the observed structure-factors
would have to be extractedfrom three simultaneous
equations.
DIscussloN
The present interpretation of the twinning in
cobaltite, with a 3-fold I I l] twin axis and conven-

tional incoherenttwin-boundaries,is consistentlvith
the appearanceof the twin microstructurein reflested
light microscopy, and the distribution of
Pca2sforbidden reflections. Furthermore, it results
in a significant reduction in the R value for leastsquaresrefinement of the structure of cobaltite with
the presentspecimen,from 0.056 (with partial disorder of As and S) to 0.016.
The origin of the twinning in cobaltite hasnot been
addressed.It may be attributable to ordering of a
high-temperature precursor phase with the pyrite
structure(disorderedAs and S atomsand Pa3 symdistribution of
metry). However,the heterogeneous
twin domains and the high temperatureof the transformation (=700oC, Bayliss 1969; which may be
higher than the temperature of crystallization of
cobaltite in many parageneses)suggestotherwise.
The coherenttwin mechanismproposedby Bayliss (1982)does not appear to be appropriate for
cobaltite, although the twin proportions calculated
from Fvalues for pairs of the twin orientationshe
identified U(xyz), Il|xlZ); lll?zx), lY0zx); and
y(gy),Vl@)J
are approximatelycorrect. The eight
non-metalsite occupanciesobtained from refinement
of the structure of cobaltite in spacegroup Pl are
merely artifacts of the twinned crystals. The diffraction pattern ef lsinnsd cobaltite is indeed composite, but it doesnot representthe Fourier transform
of a composite crystal-structure with superimposed
As and S atoms. It results from the superimposed
diffraction-effects from separateincoherentdomains
of Pca21structure. Bayliss (1982)had recognized
that the Pl refinement for twinned cobaltite was
unjustified based largely on the results obtained.
Theseobservationsmay not have direct bearing on
the refinement of the structure of anisotropic pyrite
@eS) in spacegroup Pl (Bayliss 1977),b\t they do
question its recent suggestedinterpretation (Bayliss
1989)as a sexfirpletof interpenetrating,twin-related,
orthorhombic (spacegroup Pca2) domuns about
a 3 twin axis Flll.
The presentrefinement of the structure of cobaltite, which is basedon intensity measurementsfrom
a twinned crystal, has resultedis improved precision
of the posilional and thermal parameters(Tables2,
3). The^averageCo;As and Co-S bond distancesare
2362 A and2.294A, respectively(Iable 4), and are
similar to the values for the refinement of Bayliss
(1982).However, there is lessdivergencebetweentlte
three nonequivalent Co-As and Co-S distancesin
the present refinement. In fact, the AsSCo, and
SAsCo3tetrahedralclustersboth closely approach
Ca symmetry. The displacementof the Co atom
from its ideal position (0,0,0) optimizes the average
Co-(As,S) bond dista:rces(ong for Co-As and short
for Co-S).
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